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President's Message

Dear Los Angeles Chapter Members,

November is an exciting month for Los Angeles Chapter IIA members as we have both professional activities as well as fun social activities. You can register now for our Fraud Seminar to be held on November 13th. Members are able to earn 6 CPEs, so click here to register. Also, its IIA Night with the Lakers! on November 22nd. Join the IIA-LA Chapter members and friends in a private suite as we cheer on the Lakers! RSVP NOW!

It would be nice to have an emerging leader from the Los Angeles Chapter. If you or a co-worker know of a member who is deserving, please strongly consider nominating them as an emerging leader. I have attached a PDF of the nomination form for review of the questions asked of the nominator, for your convenience. You can access the nomination form via the following link: www.internalauditoronline.org.

I would like to thank you for your continued
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Upcoming Events

Mark you calendars for the following upcoming events presented by the IIA Los Angeles Chapter:
support of the Los Angeles Chapter; and I look forward to seeing you at our many exciting upcoming events. If you are not currently a member of our chapter and would like to join, please click here.

Larry C. Herzog Butler
IIA-Los Angeles Chapter President

Hot Links

www.theiia.org
IIA-Los Angeles Chapter Homepage
IIA Certification
IIA Bookstore
IIA Standards and Guidance
IIA-LA Chapter Job Postings
Audit Channel TV

A Guide to Risk Assessments

Developing a balanced risk mindset is one of the foundational elements of being able to perform effective risk assessments. Get more information on this concept from The Internal Auditor's Guide to Risk Assessment - a step-by-step handbook that demystifies the risk assessment process.

Enter promotion code CHAPTER at checkout to save 20% on this guide through Oct. 31, 2013.

November 13, 2013: Fraud Seminar by the IIA-LA and ACFE LA

November 22, 2013: IIA Night with the Lakers

Become an Event Sponsor

If your organization would like to sponsor future IIA Los Angeles events, please reach out to our Professional Development Committee.

Join Our Chapter!

There has never been a better time to take ownership of your career. Keep up with industry trends and network with audit professionals. Be part of this exciting organization. Join today!

Article of the Month

Volunteering: A Key to Leadership Success

“How can I become more successful? How can I become a good leader? What can I do to set myself apart from my peers?” One key answer is to step forward as a volunteer, and not just as a participant, but as a leader of volunteers.

Click HERE to continue reading this article from Steven Hudoba.

Call For Volunteers

If you are interested in enhancing your leadership skills and executive development, sharing current industry knowledge and best practices, and networking with fellow leaders of the internal audit professional, we have volunteers opportunities for you! Take a direct role in the success of your
CIA Exam Review Course

UCLA Extension is offering both a CIA Review Course and an Internal Audit Certificate program. Next program begins January 2014. Click here for more information.

Competition Attracts Students

IIA–Atlanta has found an innovative solution to attract students with its Internal Audit Case Competition, an annual event started in 2011. The competition has grown in popularity and provides the chapter with opportunities to contact area colleges and universities to build awareness of the profession and of The IIA.

Read more about the competition here.

Thank you for reading this month’s edition of the IIA - Los Angeles Chapter Newsletter! We hoped you enjoyed it and if you have any suggestions for improvement or would like to include material in subsequent issues, please reach out to our Communications Committee.

New IIA Certification Recipients

Please join us in congratulating our members who have recently earned IIA Certifications:

CIA
Carmelita Torregano
Robin Glaser
Angela Jiang
Abbas Salehmohamed
Jarrell Johnson
Chinwe Abaelu
Lin Li
Andrew Hai Lin
Phillip Davey

CRMA
Kenneth Morris

We are now on LinkedIn

Join our Group
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